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start assembly beginning with instruction1, bottom of page.

important! Unpack glass panels first and sort according to size.
Clean glass prior to assembly.
Please read these instructions prior to beginning assembly.

  1. Screw adjustable feet into plinth and level.   1

  2. Place plastic frame onto plinth and push-down hard to set into position.   2
The plinth fits into the interior groove of the frame.

  3. Place bottom shelf into plastic frame.   3

  4. Note: If optional hardboard base panels are included, use in place of glass panels.
Place glass panels (1 thru 4) into position in interior groove of frame.
Please use sequence as shown in illustration.   4
Place sliding glass door, (5) into outer groove.
Be certain that glass is placed evenly into grooves, so that corners align properly.
Adjust as necessary.

  5. Place plastic frame, on top of glass panels and press down,   5
being certain that all panels are in appropriate grooves and corners align.
Adjust panels as necessary.

  6. Place glass shelf into plastic frame.   6

       For Lighted Showcase, go to instruction 9.

8.    For showcase without lighting, press finishing cap pieces onto frame.

12. If applicable, connect adjacent showcases together with the ‘C’ clips provided.
Clips snap into outer groove of plastic frame.

  9. Set lighting frame onto top plastic frame and press hard to set into position.   9

10. Attach snap-ring to top of each light fixture and press light into cut-out in top panel.
Place top-panel into lighting frame.

11. Connect wiring from each light fixture to the transformer terminal block.
Place transformer into lighting frame & panel.
Leave at least 1 3/16” ventilation space around transformer.
Plug-in the transformer. 10

  7. Repeat instructions 4, 5 & 6 for each showcase section.   7
Continue this process to the top.

Add-On Sections if Applicable
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PLEASE NOTE:     These instructions are subject to change without notice.


